Microdialysis evaluation of the brain distribution of stavudine following intranasal and intravenous administration to rats.
Intranasal (IN) administration as a potential route of enhancing brain delivery of stavudine (d4T) was investigated in rats using microdialysis as a sampling technique. Sprague-Dawley rats were divided into two groups (n = 7 per group). One group of animals received IN administration of 5 mg/kg d4T (50 microL); the other group was dosed intravenously (IV) at the same dose. Following IN administration, d4T was rapidly and completely absorbed into the systemic circulation with a T(max) of 14 min and an IN bioavailability of 105%. The brain/plasma AUC ratios in the lateral ventricle, caudate putamen, and frontal cortex in the anesthetized and nasal surgery-operated rats were 0.36 +/- 0.090, 0.47 +/- 0.089, and 0.41 +/- 0.087, respectively, whereas they were 0.63 +/- 0.077, 0.62 +/- 0.17, 0.60 +/- 0.13, respectively, following IV dosing to sham animals. The half-life of d4T in the various brain regions was significantly longer than that in plasma (p < 0.05). Moreover, the systemic clearance of d4T was significantly reduced in these anesthetized and nasal surgery-operated animals. Further studies of the effect of anesthesia suggest the additive role of anesthesia, possibly in additional to nasal surgery, in decreasing the systemic clearance. The extent of the brain distribution, however, was not significantly affected by anesthesia. Lack of enhancement of the brain delivery of d4T following IN administration over systemic dosing cannot be attributed to its absorption into systemic circulation, since direct nose-brain transport, if fully functional and effective, should be a parallel and competing process with systemic absorption. The current study results along with several physiological considerations raise a question regarding the overall effectiveness of IN administration for direct delivery of small molecules into brain tissues, particularly where passive diffusion predominates.